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DESCRIPTION

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to an improvement of the method and of the generator described in international patent application WO2010058288, claiming Italian priority IT2008A00119, here incorporated by reference.

[0002] In particular, the present invention relates to a method and to a generator for increasing the production of energy with respect to what is possible with the method and the generator described in the above mentioned patent application. Furthermore, the invention relates to a method and to a generator suitable for adjusting the production of energy starting from the method and with the generator of this previous patent application.

Technical problem

[0003] From WO9520816 a method is known for obtaining energy from nuclear reactions which take place due to the interaction between hydrogen and a metal core.

[0004] From WO2010058288 a method is known for obtaining energy from nuclear reactions of a core comprising cluster nanocrystalline structures of a transition metal, as well as a generator for carrying out this method.

[0005] Among the critical aspects of the disclosed method and generator, the need is felt to provide an increase of the production rate, in order to achieve industrially acceptable levels.

[0006] Another critical aspect of the method is the adjustment of the generated power. The devices of the generator for carrying out this adjustment are a critical aspect as well.

Summary of the invention

[0007] It is therefore a feature of the present invention to improve the method and the generator described in WO2010058288, in order to increase the generation of energy until an industrially acceptable level is attained.

[0008] It is another feature of the present invention to improve this method and generator, in order to reliably and accurately adjust the power supplied by the generator.

[0009] These and other objects are achieved by a method to obtain energy by nuclear reactions between hydrogen and a transition metal, the method being defined in claim 1.

[0010] In particular, the primary material comprises a predetermined amount of cluster crystal nanostructures i.e. clusters of the transition metal, the crystal nanostructures having a number of atoms of the transition metal lower than a determined number of atoms. In this way, orbital capture reactions of H+ ions are caused by the primary material of the cluster crystal nanostructures and then nuclear capture reactions of the proton \(^1\text{H}^+\) deriving from the H-ion due to the loss of two electrons, as described hereinafter, by the atoms of the metal of such clusters, which causes a subsequent fall on inner orbitals and allows a nuclear capture by the nucleus of the metal and a generation of thermal energy.

[0011] More in detail, during the process of orbital capture, H+ ions can lose its own couple of electrons and form protons \(^1\text{H}^+\). A first fraction of the protons \(^1\text{H}^+\) is subjected to direct nuclear capture reactions by the nuclei of the same atoms of the clusters in which the orbital capture has occurred, while a second fraction of the protons \(^1\text{H}^+\) can be expelled by Coulomb repulsion from the nucleus of the metal atom where the orbital capture has taken place. The expelled protons have an energy that can be determined and characterised. For instance, in the case of Nickel, this energy is about 6.7 MeV, as detected by a Wilson chamber, on the basis of Bethe's equation. A part of the protons of the second portion, which does not react with other nuclei of the primary material, can leave the latter and interact with a material adapted to give rise to proton-dependent reactions, if this is present.
For example, the transition metal can be Nickel. In this case, examples of direct capture reactions, indicated hereinafter also as primary reactions, i.e. examples of orbital capture reactions followed by a nuclear capture of the proton $\text{H}^+$ that are produced from $\text{H}^-$ ion after loss of two electrons, are indicated hereinafter as \{1a\}, \{1b\}, \{1c\}, \{1d\}, \{1e\}.

The hydrogen that is in contact with the clusters is at a pressure set between 50 absolute mbar and 10 absolute bar. In particular, the hydrogen that is in contact with the clusters is at a pressure set between 100 absolute mbar and 4 absolute bar. Preferably, the hydrogen that is in contact with the clusters is at a pressure set between 150 and 800 absolute mbar.

Preferably, the step of generating new $\text{H}^+$ ions comprises a step of ionizing the hydrogen which is in contact with the clusters.

In particular, the step of ionizing the hydrogen can comprise a step of continuously or variably or discontinuously supplying an energy vector to the hydrogen, in order to assist the molecular dissociation of hydrogen and to cause a further formation of $\text{H}^+$ ions in addition to the $\text{H}^+$ ions that are formed by interaction between molecular hydrogen $\text{H}_2$ and a cluster surface. This process occurs by involving the valence electrons of the transition metal, whose transfer from the transition metal to hydrogen is assisted by supplying an amount of energy.

Such energy vector can comprise a ionizing radiation of various nature and frequency. In particular, such ionizing radiation can be selected from the group consisting of:

- a radiofrequency, in particular microwaves;
- a high intensity light radiation, as the one that can be obtained from concentrated spot power lamp or from a laser system;
- a light radiation;
- a UV - radiation;
- an X - radiation;
- a $\gamma$ - radiation;
- a $\beta$ - radiation;
- a combination of such radiations.

In addition, or in alternative, the energy vector can comprise supplying particle beams . For example, such particle beams can comprise particles selected from the group consisting of:

- protons,
- hyperons,
- mesons,
- leptons,
- accelerated ions of any element, preferably metal ions;
- a combination of such particles.

A step can also be provided of prearranging a radioactive material proximate to said primary material.

For example, a step can be provided of prearranging near the active core a material that naturally emits $\alpha$-particles, such as Polonium, Thorium, Uranium, Plutonium, Americium and a transuranic metal in general, or a combination thereof.

For example, a step can be provided of prearranging near the active core a radioactive material such as $\text{^{137}Cs}$ or $\text{^{90}Sr}$ or an element that emits $\gamma$-radiation and ionizing charged particles, which belongs to one of the three natural radioactive decay chains ($\text{^{232}Th}$, $\text{^{235}U}$, $\text{^{239}Pu}$) or to the artificial radioactive decay chain of $\text{^{239}Pu}$.

In particular, a step is provided of adjusting the thermal power, comprising a step of changing the intensity of the ionizing radiation and/or of the beam of particles. This way, besides being useful to improve and upgrade a generator of the type described in WO2010058288, the technique to increase the $\text{H}^+$ ions formation rate, disclosed hereinafter, also allows controlling the removed thermal power.
In an exemplary embodiment, a step is provided of prearranging an amount of a secondary material facing the primary material and within a predetermined maximum distance from the primary material, the secondary material selected to engage with protons of energy higher than a predetermined energy threshold, which come from the primary material, by nuclear proton-dependent reactions that occur with a release of radiations, in particular of α, β, γ, X radiations, and/or of particles, wherein said protons are emitted by said primary material, wherein said step of supplying an energy vector (89) is carried out by said radiations and/or said particles released by said proton-dependent reactions, the radiations and/or the particles reaching the hydrogen proximate to the primary material, which provides an excitation step.

More in detail, such protons of energy higher than a predetermined energy threshold come from the clusters due to Coulomb repulsion that takes place owing to the process of orbital capture of H+ ions by the atoms of the clusters of the primary material.

In particular, the secondary material adapted to engage with the protons is selected from the group consisting of:

- Lithium, in particular Lithium comprising predetermined fractions of 6Li and 7Li isotopes. In this case, examples of proton-dependent reactions are the reactions hereinafter indicated as (2a), (2b), (3a), (3c). Some of those reactions occur with production of α-particles;
- Boron, in particular Boron comprising predetermined fractions of isotopes 10B and 11B. In this case, examples of proton-dependent reactions are the reactions hereinafter indicated as (4a), (4b), (5a), (5b). Some of those reactions occur with production of α-particles;
- a transition metal, which is advantageously selected among the ancestors of the four decay chains, 232Th, 236U, 238U, 239Pu. In this case, examples of proton-dependent reactions are the reactions hereinafter indicated as (8a), (8b), (8c), (8d), which occur with a release of β particles;
- a combination thereof.

The use of an α-emitting material as the secondary material can also cause α-dependent reactions with the metal of the primary material. For instance, in the case of Nickel, reactions (8a), (8b), (9c), (9d), (9e) are possible.

In particular, the primary material comprises Nickel.

The step of removing the thermal power is carried out while maintaining the temperature of the active core above the critical temperature, in order to assist a continuous H+ production.

Furthermore, the step of removing the thermal power is preferably carried out in such a way that the power released by the generator is determined.

To this purpose, the step of ionizing hydrogen can comprise the steps of:

- increasing a temperature of the primary material from a working temperature to a predetermined increased temperature suitable for causing an increase of the concentration of H+ ions;
- maintaining the increased temperature of the primary material by increasing the removed thermal power until an increased steady-state thermal power is attained.

The increase of the temperature can be obtained by reducing the removal of thermal power starting from a steady-state thermal power. For instance, then removed thermal power can be reduced by decreasing the flowrate of a heat exchange fluid used to withdraw heat from the active core.

In particular, the step of maintaining the temperature is a controlled transient state, at the end of the transient state the removed power reaching a value higher than the steady-state removed power.

In other words, by an instantaneous or temporary decrease of the removed thermal power, an increase occurs of the temperature, which increases the production rate of H+ and therefore increases the number of H+ ions produced and captured by
the nuclei of the transition metal. This allows increasing the globally removed thermal energy up to a predetermined value.

[0033] Alternatively, or in addition, the increase of the temperature can be obtained by a step of decreasing the pressure of the hydrogen that is in contact with the clusters of the active core. In fact, by reducing the pressure of the hydrogen, i.e. by creating a predetermined vacuum degree in a generation chamber that contains the active core, the thermal losses from the generation chamber decrease, since the convection heat exchange coefficient decreases.

[0034] Therefore, besides being useful to improve and upgrade a generator of the type described in WO2010058288, the technique to increase the H+ ions formation rate, disclosed hereinafter, also allows controlling the removed thermal power.

[0035] The step to increasing the H+ ions formation rate can comprise a step of:

- rearranging an electron-donor material that comprises at least one electron-donor chemical element, proximate to the primary material;
- conveying and impacting the hydrogen on the electron-donor material.

[0036] In particular, the at least one electron-donor chemical element can be selected among those elements of the group IIA and of the group IIA of Mendeleev’s periodic table that have Pauling electronegativity in absolute value lower than or equal to 1, i.e. it can be selected from the group comprised of: Cesium (Cs), Barium (Ba), Strontium (Sr), Rubidium (Rb), Lithium (Li), Sodium (Na), Calcium (Ca), Potassium (K), Francium (Fr), Radio (Ra). Preferably, the electron-donor chemical element is Cesium.

[0037] Alternatively, the electron-donor material (75) is obtained from the combination of a first chemical element with a second chemical element such that said electron-donor material (75) has a Pauling electronegativity absolute value lower than or equal to 1.

[0038] In this way, a larger amount of electrons is available, and the formation of H+ ions is enhanced, in addition to the amount of H+ ions that is formed by interaction of gaseous hydrogen with the surface of the active core, i.e. with the cluster surface, and that is caused by heating the active core.

[0039] In particular, a step is provided of causing a circulation of a flux of hydrogen within a generation chamber that contains the primary material, such that the hydrogen iteratively carries out the step of conveying and impacting on the electron-donor material. This way, the concentration of H+ ions in the circulating hydrogen flow, in particular the concentration of H+ ions in the closed circuit circulating hydrogen flow, can be kept at a substantially fixed level for a predetermined time. Alternatively, the concentration of H+ ions can be increased with respect to the concentration it would have in a stagnant hydrogen mass or in a hydrogen mass that circulates within the generation chamber, or in a stream that flows through the generation chamber, or in a combination of a hydrogen stream and of a hydrogen recirculation. This feed and treatment mode of the hydrogen makes it possible to limit or to prevent waste loss and/or hydrogen emissions, which is advantage for the safety and for the economy of the process.

[0040] In particular, a step is provided of adjusting the thermal power comprising a step of changing a flow rate of the circulation of the hydrogen within the generation chamber. In fact, by increasing/decreasing the hydrogen flowrate, the effectiveness of the impacts of the hydrogen against the electron-donor material increases/decreases and, accordingly, the formation rate of further H+ ions increases/decreases.

[0041] Due to the presence of α-particles (4He2+) generated by the above indicated reactions, a certain amount of atomic helium He is formed in the gas proximate to the active core. The atomic helium can accumulate and/or achieve such a concentration level that it causes an unacceptable poisoning of the energy production process. In fact, atomic helium can lead to a detachment of the second electron of the H+ ions, which reduces the amount of H+ ions that are available for the orbital capture process.

[0042] This can take place, in particular, if the step is provided of causing a circulation of a flux of hydrogen, as above indicated, through the decrease of the amount of H+.

[0043] To avoid such an accumulation of atomic helium, a step can be provided, of continuously or intermittently removing, i.e. of bleeding a predetermined amount of the gas. This step of removing is associated with a step of making up an amount of
hydrogen that corresponds to the amount that is bled along with the helium-containing gas. A step of pre-heating the make-up gas flow can be provided, in order to maintain the temperature of the reactor at a process temperature value higher than the Debye temperature.

[0044] The objects of the invention are also achieved by [20] a generator of energy by nuclear reactions between hydrogen and a transition metal, the generator being defined in claim 11.

[0045] Such a generator enables the a method according to the invention, with a high production rate increase with respect to a generator described in WO2010058288 that comprises the same transition metal or the same transition metals, and that works at the same triggering conditions and at the same operative conditions.

[0046] In particular, said primary material comprises a predetermined amount of cluster crystal nanostructures i.e. clusters of said transition metal, said crystal nanostructures having a number of atoms of the transition metal lower than a determined number of atoms.

[0047] In particular, the primary material comprises Nickel. The active core can comprise a support body made of a metal or non-metal material and a coating of the support made of the primary material, which is in the form of nanometric clusters. The coating of nanometric clusters can be made by a process selected among those indicated in WO2010058288, for example by a process selected from the group consisting of: chemical deposition, an electrolytic deposition, a spraying technique, a sputtering technique.

[0048] Advantageously, the metal support of the active core comprises a metal in a glass state, in other words it comprises at least one metal in which a crystalline ordered structure is substantially missing.

[0049] The support of the active core can comprise a transition metal, in particular a transition metal in the amorphous state as indicated above. Such transition metal can be selected from the group consisting of: Ni, Cr, Zr and Mo or a combination thereof, and can include a low-melting metal such as Al. For example, the support can comprise an alloy of element percentages about 70% Ni, 10% Cr, 5% Zr, 15% Al. The transition metal of the support can be present also in the primary material, in the form of micro-nanometric clusters.

[0050] The means for increasing the H- ions comprises an ionization means for ionizing the hydrogen which is in contact with the primary material of the clusters.

[0051] In particular, the ionization means comprises a hydrogen gas excitation by supplying an energy vector to the hydrogen, and primary material excitation means by supplying an amount of energy.

[0052] In particular, the excitation means can be a means for supplying an ionizing radiation of different nature and various frequency. For instance, a radiation supply means can be provided that are adapted to supply a radiofrequency. In alternative, or in addition, the means for supplying ionizing radiation can be adapted to supply a high intensity light radiation, in particular a light radiations generated by a concentrated spot power lamp or by a laser system. In alternative, or in addition, the means for supplying ionizing radiation can be adapted to supply a UV radiation, an X-radiation, an α-radiation, β-radiation, γ-radiation. For example α-particles emitting materials, such as Po, Th, U, Pu, Am and, more in general transuranic metals, can be introduced into the reactor.

[0053] In addition, or in alternative, the excitation means can be a means for supplying beams of particles. For example, a means can be provided for supplying particles such as protons, hyperons, mesons, leptons, accelerated ions of any element, preferably metal ions.

[0054] In particular the generator comprises a means for adjusting the generated thermal energy and the removed thermal power, comprising a means for changing the intensity of the ionizing radiation and/or of the beam of particles.

[0055] In an exemplary embodiment, the means for supplying an energy vector comprises an amount of a secondary material, in particular Lithium and/or Boron and/or a transition metal as mentioned above, which are arranged within a predetermined maximum distance maximum from the material of the active core, the secondary material adapted to react with protons of energy higher than a predetermined energy threshold, such that protons emitted during the orbital capture reaction of the H+ ions cause secondary nuclear reactions that occur with a release of the radiations, in particular of α-radiation and/or β-radiation and/or γ-radiation, and/or X-radiation, and/or of the particles.
[0056] In an exemplary embodiment, the secondary element forms a portion of a containing element for the active core, in particular it forms a wall of the generation chamber. In particular, this containing element comprises an alloy of a structural metal and of the secondary material. In alternative, the secondary material forms secondary elements that integral to the containing element. Due to the relative production ease, this exemplary embodiment is well-suited to make small power and low-cost generators.

[0057] In another exemplary embodiment, the active core comprises a plurality of substantially plane primary elements that are at least in part made of the primary material, and a plurality of substantially plane secondary elements is provided, which are at least in part made of the secondary material, where the primary elements and the secondary elements are advantageously arranged such that each primary element interposes between two secondary elements, and each secondary element interposes between two primary elements. This allows creating a high surface of exposed secondary material, for a same size of the generator. The surface of the exposed secondary material increases as the thickness decreases and as the mutual distance decreases between the substantially plane primary elements and the substantially plane secondary elements.

[0058] As described above, but without excluding other possibilities, the substantially plane primary elements of the active core can comprise:

- a support of a not-metal material, or a metal support, in particular a metal support made of an amorphous metal;
- a coating of this support made of this primary material, in the form of nanometric clusters.

[0059] Alternatively, but without excluding other possibilities, the substantially plane secondary elements can comprise a structural material along with the secondary material, for example in the form of an alloy that has an amorphous structure.

[0060] In an exemplary embodiment, the heat production rate adjustment means comprises a means for changing the amount of secondary material that faces the primary material and that is arranged within the predetermined maximum distance.

[0061] In particular, the heat production rate adjustment means comprises:

- an adjustment body;
- a means for displacing the adjustment body, in the generation chamber, with respect to the primary material between a first position and a second position, corresponding respectively to a maximum exposition and to a minimum exposition of the secondary material on the primary material.

[0062] In an exemplary embodiment, the adjustment body comprises a shield body arranged between the primary material and the secondary material, the shield body being movable between the first position of maximum exposition and the second position of minimum exposition.

[0063] In another exemplary embodiment, the adjustment body comprises a support body for the secondary material arranged near the primary material, the support body being movable between the first position of maximum exposition and the second position of minimum exposition. In particular, the adjustment support body can be arranged between the active core and a containing element for the active core, or can comprise a plurality of secondary elements arranged between active core portions adjacent to each other, for example between substantially plane primary elements arranged parallel to each other, as described above.

[0064] This way, by a predetermined movement of the adjustment body, i.e. of the shield body and/or the support body, it is possible to increase/decrease the amount of exposed secondary material, and to obtain a corresponding increase/decrease of energy delivered by the generator.

[0065] In an exemplary embodiment, the active core comprises a hollow body, and the adjustment body comprises a support body slidingly arranged in a recess of the active core. The hollow body of the active core can be a tubular body whose cross section can have a whichever plane shape, the tubular body having a central elongated recess. For example, this tubular body can have circular, elliptical, polygonal cross section with a desired number of sides. The adjustment body can be an elongated body, for example it can be a body having the shape of a cylinder or of a parallelepiped whose cross section can have a whichever plane shape. In particular, this elongated body can have circular, elliptical, polygonal cross section with a desired
number of sides, such that it allows a movement, in particular a co-axial sliding in the recess of the tubular body.

[0066] In another exemplary embodiment, the adjustment body comprises a plurality of substantially plane adjustment elements integral to one another, which are arranged such that each adjustment element slidingly interposes between two secondary elements, or between a primary element and a secondary element according to whether the adjustment body is a support body or is a shield body, and the means for displacing the adjustment body is configured to provide a relative movement between the adjustment elements and the primary elements and the secondary elements interposed to each other, according to the planes common to the substantially plane primary and/or secondary elements and to the substantially plane adjustment elements. This way, it is possible to adjust integrally respective surface portions of each secondary element facing the primary elements, by changing the amount of secondary material exposed to the protons emitted by the primary material of the primary elements of the active core, i.e. exposed to the protons emitted by the clusters of the primary material. This makes it possible to obtain a high adjustment capacity of the generator for a same size of the generator. Such adjustment capacity increases as the thickness decreases and/or as the mutual distance decreases between the substantially plane primary elements and the substantially plane secondary elements.

[0067] In particular the substantially plane primary and/or secondary elements and/or the substantially plane adjustment elements are arranged integrally rotateable about an axis of the generator, and the adjustment means comprises a relative rotation means of the plurality of primary and/or secondary elements and of the plurality of adjustment elements about this axis.

[0068] In a possible alternative exemplary embodiment, the adjustment means comprises a relative translation means of the plurality of primary and/or substantially plane secondary elements and of the plurality of substantially plane adjustment elements according to a direction of the planes common to the primary and/or secondary elements and to the adjustment elements.

[0069] In particular, the ionization means comprises:

- a means for reducing the steady-state removed thermal power during the step of removing the thermal power, such that the removed power reduction causes a predetermined temperature increase of the primary material, starting from a working temperature until an increased temperature is attained, so that H₂ ions formation rate increases;
- a means for maintaining the temperature of the primary material at a predetermined temperature value, by increasing the removed power, in particular, in order to restore the working temperature, wherein the removed power achieves a value higher than the steady-state removed power once the working temperature restore step has been accomplished.

[0070] In particular the ionization means comprises:

- an electron-donor material comprising at least one electron-donor chemical element is present arranged proximate to the active core;
- a means for conveying hydrogen and impacting the hydrogen to/on the electron-donor material.

The at least one electron-donor material is selected from the group consisting of: Cs, Ba, Sr, Rb, Li, Na, Ca, K, Fr, Ra, in particular this electron-donor material is Cesium.

[0071] Alternatively, the electron-donor material is obtained by the combination of a first element with a second element such that the donor material globally has a Pauling electronegativity in absolute value lower than or equal to -1.

[0072] In particular, a circulation means for creating and maintaining a circulation of a flow of the hydrogen within the generation chamber, such that the hydrogen iteratively is conveyed and iteratively hits the electron-donor material. The means for creating and maintaining the circulation of hydrogen in the generation chamber can comprise a gas-handling device, such as a fan, which can be installed along an annular path made within the generation chamber, around the active core. In alternative, this device can be installed along a duct portion that is located between a hydrogen outlet port and an inlet port from/into the generation chamber.

[0073] In particular, the generator comprises a means is provided for changing the flowrate of the circulation of the hydrogen within the generation chamber, in order to adjust the thermal power. In fact, by increasing/decreasing the hydrogen flowrate, the effectiveness of the impacts of the hydrogen against the electron-donor material increases/decreases and, accordingly, the formation rate of further H₂ ions increases/decreases. These means for modulating the flowrate can comprise a means, such as an inverter, for adjusting the flowrate created by the gas-handling device. In alternative, the means for modulating the flowrate can comprise a variable-section passage along the annular path. For instance, the means for modulating the flowrate can
comprise a valve installed along the duct or the duct portion located between the hydrogen inlet port and the hydrogen outlet port.

[0074] Preferably, a bleed means is provided for continuously or intermittently bleeding an amount of gas from the generation chamber, and a make-up means is provided for an amount of hydrogen corresponding to an amount bled with by the bleed means, in order to prevent atomic helium to accumulate in the gas that is contained in the generation chamber.

[0075] Advantageously, a means is provided for preheating a make-up gas flow associated with the make-up means, in order to keep the temperature of the generation chamber at a process temperature value higher than Debye temperature.

Brief description of the drawings

[0076] The invention will be now shown with the description of exemplary embodiments of the generator and of the method according to the invention, exemplifying but not limitative, with reference to the attached drawings, in which like reference characters designate the same or similar parts, throughout the figures in which:

- Fig. 1 is a block diagram of an exemplary embodiment of the method according to the invention, to generate energy by nuclear reactions of hydrogen adsorbed on a crystalline structure of a metal;
- Fig. 2 is a diagrammatical view of a crystal layer comprising clusters arranged on the surface of a substrate;
- Fig. 3 is a diagram of the interactions between hydrogen and the clusters in a local enlarged view of Fig. 2;
- Figs. 4 and 5 are diagrams of the orbital capture of an H-ion by an atom of a transition metal, and of the subsequent steps of fusion nuclear reactions by nuclear capture of a portion of the H-ions by nuclei of the transition metal, with production of heat, and steps of transformation of other H-ions into protons \(^{1}H^{+}\), followed by an expulsion by Coulomb repulsion from the atom of the transition metal and subsequent capture into a material adapted to capture protons and to interact with them by nuclear proton-dependent reactions, with a further production of energy in the form of heat;
- Fig. 6 is a longitudinal sectional view of a generator for obtaining energy according to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
- Fig. 7 is a view similar to the one of Fig. 2, in which an element comprising a secondary material is also shown;
- Fig. 8 is a perspective diagrammatical view of an active core comprising two cylindrical tubular concentric bodies and a tubular adjustment body that is arranged to be introduced between the two cylindrical bodies of the active core, according to an exemplary embodiment;
- Fig. 9 is a perspective diagrammatical view of an active core and of an adjustment body which comprise respective pluralities of plane bodies that can have an interfolded configuration;
- Fig. 10 is a partial cross sectional view of the active core and of the adjustment body of Fig. 9, according to a section plane indicated by A-A line;
- Fig. 11 is an exploded perspective diagrammatical view of an active core and of an adjustment body that comprise respective plurality of plane bodies rotatably arranged to have an interfolded configuration;
- Fig. 12 is an elevation front view of the generator of Fig. 11;
- Fig. 13 is a diagrammatical perspective view of a generator according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention, wherein an elementary generation cell is provided which comprises coaxial primary and secondary elements or tubular bodies, respectively, and a tubular adjustment shield element or body that is suitable for introduction between primary and secondary tubular bodies of the elementary cell;
- Fig. 14 shows a diagram that schematically represents a method for increasing the H-ions formation rate and, accordingly, the heat production rate;
- Figs. 15 and 16 are longitudinal sectional views of a generator for obtaining energy according to respective exemplary embodiments of the present invention;
- Fig. 17 is a partial longitudinal sectional view of a generator for obtaining energy according to another exemplary embodiment of the present invention;
- Fig. 18 diagrammatically shows a surface structure of an active core and of a support substrate of an electron-donor material to increase the H-ions formation rate.

Description of preferred exemplary embodiments
[0077] With reference to Figs. 1, 2 and 3, a method is described, according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention, to obtain energy by a sequence of nuclear reactions between hydrogen 31 and a transition metal 19 (Fig. 2). According to this exemplary embodiment, the method provides a step 110 (Fig. 1) of prearranging a primary material 19 that comprises a predetermined amount of micro-nanometric clusters 21 of a transition metal (Fig. 2). In an exemplary embodiment, the clusters 21 form a layer 20 that is arranged on a substrate 22 and is limited by an interface surface 23. Together with substrate 22, layer 20 of clusters 21 forms an active core 18. The thickness d of crystal layer 20 is preferably set between 1 nanometer and 1 micron.

[0078] In order to be clusters, crystals 21 must comprise a number of atoms of the transition metal lower than a predetermined critical number, above which the crystals lose the cluster features. In the case of a material deposited on a substrate 22, as shown in Fig. 1, the deposit must be carried out in such a way that 1 square centimetre of surface 23 contains on average at least 109 clusters 21. A list of deposition methods suitable for obtaining the cluster structure is shown in patent application WO2010058288. In another exemplary embodiment, alternative, the active core can comprise a transition metal in the form of particles as powder, dissolved or sintered. Active core 18 can then be formed in such a way that it shows the clusters on its surface. In particular, the core can comprise a support material on which the clusters are deposited or formed. The transition metal can be deposited by a deposition process selected among a chemical process, an electrolytic process, a spraying process, a sputtering process and other processes, and a combination thereof.

[0079] In a subsequent step 120 of treatment (Fig. 1) of clusters 21 with hydrogen 31 (Fig. 3), hydrogen 31 is brought into contact with surface 23 of clusters 21, in order to obtain a population of hydrogen H2 molecules 33 adsorbed on surface 23.

[0080] The method also comprises an initial heating step 130 of surface 23 of the cluster, from an initial process temperature T0, typically the room temperature, up to a temperature T1 higher than a predetermined critical temperature TD.

[0081] Due to the adsorption and to the temperature, the bond between the atoms of the hydrogen molecules is weakened, until homolytic or heterolytic scission or dissociation conditions are attained for molecules 33. Starting from each hydrogen H2 diatomic molecule 33 a couple of hydrogen atoms H34, or a couple comprising a negative hydrogen H-ion 35 and a positive hydrogen ion + H36 can form, respectively.

[0082] More in particular, as already described in WO2010058288, this process of bond weakening and of H- ions 35 production, in particular, is assisted by a heating step 130 of surface 23 of the cluster, from an initial process temperature T0, typically the room temperature, up to a temperature T1 higher than a predetermined critical temperature TD. More in detail, near surface 23 of the crystals, a dynamic equilibrium is established between molecular hydrogen H2 and, in particular, ions H36 and H 35. This equilibrium is more or less shifted towards ions H+ and H responsive to such operating parameters as temperature T and pressure P of hydrogen 31.

[0083] Clusters 21 together with hydrogen 35, in the form of H+ ions, form (step 135) an active core 18 in which the hydrogen, in the form of H- ions 35, is available for orbital capture by the atoms of clusters 21 of transition metal 19 (Fig. 3) or, in other words, by a gigantic atom of the transition metal comprising all the atoms that are arranged to form a cluster structure.

[0084] Hydrogen can also undergo an interstitial adsorption at the grain boundaries and at microfractures of the transition metal, however these events of absorption are of no importance for the purpose of ions H+ 35 orbital capture.

[0085] The orbital capture takes place as a consequence of a step 140 of impulsive trigger action of the energy generation process (Fig. 1). Step 140 of impulsive trigger action consists of supplying an energy pulse, for example in one of the forms and by one of the procedures that are described in WO2010058288. Such energy pulse causes an orbital capture 150 of H+ ions 35 by an atom 38 (Fig.3) of a cluster 21.

[0086] During orbital capture 150 an electron 43 of atom 38 is replaced, as diagrammatically shown in Figs. 4 and 5, part. (a,b). Since H+ ions 35 that have been captured in the orbitals 37, 37’, 37” of the transition metal have a mass three orders of magnitude larger than the mass of an electron 43, step 150 goes on with a migration of the captured H+ ion until this reaches the inner layers or orbitals 37’, 37”, with emission of Auger electrons 43’ and emission of X-ray 44, as still diagrammatically shown in Figs. 4 and 5, part. (c). In other words, capture step 150 goes on with a transformation of H+ ions 35 into protons 1H 35’, due to the loss of two electrons by each H+ ion.

[0087] Since their Bohr radius is comparable with the core radius, protons 1H 35’ can be captured by the nucleus and can
undergo a step 151 of nuclear capture reactions and fusion with the nuclei 38 of atoms 38 of the transition metal, i.e., a step 151 of nuclear capture by atoms 38, as diagrammatically shown in Fig. 5, part. (d1). This causes a structural rearrangement that generates a new nucleus 42 of an element Me' 42, which is different from transition metal Me, and that causes a mass defect energy release q. The energy that is generated is perceived in the form of heat, as it is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 5, part. (e1).

[0088] The useful metals, as described in WO2010058288, can be Sc, Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, Sr, Y, Zr, Nb, Mo, Tc, Ru, Rh, Pd, Ag, Cd, In, Sn, Sb, Te, Cs, Ba, La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu, Gd, Tb, Dy, Ho, Er, Tm, Yb, Lu, Hf, Ta, W, Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Au, Th, U, Pu and transuranic metals, an alloy or, more in general, a mixture of two or more than two of the above listed metals.

[0089] In particular, the transition metal is Nickel, which typically comprises the following isotopes (between parentheses the occurrences relative of each isotope): $^{58}$Ni (68.1%), $^{60}$Ni (26.2%), $^{61}$Ni (1.14%), $^{62}$Ni (3.64%), $^{64}$Ni (0.93%).

[0090] In the case of Nickel, the internal primary nuclear reactions of direct capture, as calculated taking into account the conservation of the spin and of the parity, as well as the Gamow coefficient, can be written:

- $^1$H + $^{59}$Ni $\rightarrow$ $^{60}$Cu $+$ 3.417 MeV \hspace{1cm} \text{(1a)}
- $^1$H + $^{60}$Ni $\rightarrow$ $^{61}$Cu $+$ 4.796 MeV \hspace{1cm} \text{(1b)}
- $^1$H + $^{61}$Ni $\rightarrow$ $^{62}$Cu $+$ 5.866 MeV \hspace{1cm} \text{(1c)}
- $^1$H + $^{62}$Ni $\rightarrow$ $^{63}$Cu $+$ 6.122 MeV \hspace{1cm} \text{(1d)}
- $^1$H + $^{64}$Ni $\rightarrow$ $^{65}$Cu $+$ 7.453 MeV \hspace{1cm} \text{(1e)}.

[0091] All the above-mentioned reactions have the same probability factor [0] and occur conserving the spin and the parity.

[0092] Globally, step 151 occurs with a production of a thermal energy q, that is associated to the reaction heat of the reactions involved, and to a step 160 (Fig. 1) of removing a thermal power Q, which is carried by using an extraction means such as a conventional fluid extraction means, as described hereinafter.

[0093] As still shown in Fig. 1, the method also comprises a step 200 of generating further H- ions, so that the concentration of H- ions 35 in hydrogen 31 that is in contact with clusters 21 increases, changing from a first value to a second value higher than the first value. The first value of concentration corresponds to H- ions 35 that are formed on the cluster surface, according to the mechanism described above, with reference to Fig. 3.

[0094] As a consequence of such a concentration increase of H- ions 35, the rate of the orbital capture reactions increases and, accordingly, the rate of the above described nuclear capture reactions increases, therefore thermal energy q generation increases.

[0095] Step 200 of generating new H- ions can be carried out by ionizing hydrogen atoms 31 that are in contact with clusters 21, by a suitable ionization means, as described hereinafter.

[0096] The difference between the second concentration value and the first concentration value of H- ions 35 depends upon the means and upon the methods that are used to provide step 200 of generating further H- ions, or of further ionizing the hydrogen by other means ionizing, different from the surface of clusters 21 and from the means for heating primary material 19. In particular, step 200 of generating further H- ions can be associated with an adjustment step 300 the thermal energy that is generated. This adjustment step 300 is optional, and for this reason it is shown in dashed lines.

[0097] Step 200 of generating further H- ions can comprise a step of exciting gas 31 by supplying an amount of energy by means of an energy vector 69.

[0098] This energy vector can include ionizing radiations, which can be of different natures and of different frequencies. In an
exemplary embodiment, the radiation can be a radiofrequency, of a wavelength set between some hundreds of metres and 0.8 micron. In particular, the radiation can be a microwave that can be produced by conventional devices such as Magnetron-type thermionic valves. In other embodiments, the ionizing radiation can be a light radiation coming from concentrated spot power lamps or a laser system. In alternatively, or in addition, the ionizing radiation can be a UV radiation, an X-radiation, an α-radiation, a β-radiation, a γ-radiation. These radiations can be produced by conventional techniques, which are well known to a skilled person.

[0099] In an exemplary embodiment, step 200 of generating further H- ions can provide a step of prearranging a material that naturally emits α-particles proximate to the active core, such as Po, Th, U, Pu and the transuranic metals in general.

[0100] In another exemplary embodiment, energy vector 69 to provide step 200 of generating further H- ions by supplying an amount of energy can include beams of particles of a predetermined energy level. For instance, such beams of particles can comprise particles such as protons, hyperons, mesons, leptons. For example, such beams of particles can comprise accelerated ions of any element of Mendeleev’s table, preferably accelerated ions of metal atoms. These particles can be produced by conventional techniques, which are well known to a skilled person.

[0101] The supply of the energy vector can be a continuous supply that takes place in a predetermined time interval, and can be carried out at a fixed or variable intensity of the energy vector. The supply of energy vector 69 can also be of an intermittent or impulsive type. For instance, the radiations of the above indicated types, or the beams of particles, can be supplied at a fixed or at a time-variable power, or can be supplied impulsively or intermittently at one or more power value/s in each or in a plurality of pulses.

[0102] In particular, step 300 of modulating generated thermal energy q and removed thermal power Q, which is associated with step 200 of generating further H- ions, can be carried out by changing the intensity of the ionizing radiation and/or by changing the intensity of the supply of particles.

[0103] Alternatively, as diagrammatically shown in Fig. 5, detail (d2), protons \(^{1}\text{H}^+35'\) can experience a step of expulsion due to a Coulomb repulsion from nucleus 38' of the transition metal. This way, these protons can give rise to protons 35" expelled from respective atoms 38 where the orbital capture has occurred (Fig. 4). More in detail, if the transformation of H- ions 35 into protons \(^{1}\text{H}^+35'\) is carried out at a distance longer than the distance that allows the nuclear capture, i.e. at a distance longer than about 10^{-14} m, protons \(^{1}\text{H}^+35'\) are expelled at a predetermined energy, which can be measured by a cloud chamber measurement. This depends upon the Coulomb repulsion between protons \(^{1}\text{H}^+35'\) and nucleus 38'. The energy of expelled protons 35" is about 6.7 MeV, as it can be calculated, and as it is confirmed by tests according to the above indicated technique.

[0104] A part of expelled protons 35" due to Coulomb repulsion can interact with other nuclei of the same cluster 21 where they have been formed, or expelled protons 35" can engage also with nuclei of a different cluster 21.

[0105] Still with reference to Fig. 5, details d2, e2, a part of protons 35" expelled from respective nuclei 28 in which the orbital capture has occurred (Figs. 4 and 5), which do not react with other nuclei of primary material 19, can leave primary material 19 as emitted protons 35".

[0106] As diagrammatically shown in Fig. 7, step 200 of generating further H-ions can comprise a step of prearranging an amount of a particular secondary material 28 proximate to active core 18. Secondary material 28 is a material adapted to interact with protons that have an energy higher than a predetermined energy threshold, according to nuclear proton-dependent reactions, hereinafter indicated also as secondary reactions, which occur with a release of radiations 49 (Fig. 5), in particular with a release of an α-radiation and/or of a β-radiation and/or of a γ-radiation, and/or with a release of high energy particles 49.

[0107] Secondary material 28 is arranged in front of, i.e. it faces surface 23 of active core 18, i.e. it faces clusters 21. In other words, a hypothetic observer integral to surface 23 would be able to see secondary material 28. Secondary material 28 is arranged at a predetermined distance S from surface 23 of active core 18, which is small enough to allow the radiations emitted to reach the hydrogen molecules 31 that are located proximate to the transition metal. This way, H- ions 35 are produced that are available for orbital capture by the atoms of clusters 21. The maximum value S" of the distance S at which the secondary material has to be present is a few millimetres.

[0108] Secondary material 28 can have the shape of a sheet 29, or can have a different shape, as in an exemplary embodiments described more in detail hereinafter.
This way, secondary material 28 can be reached by protons 35° that come from clusters 21 of active core 18, as described above, during and because of the step 150 of orbital capture. Emitted protons 35° must reach secondary material 28. To this purpose, the distance between clusters 21 and secondary material 28 must be shorter than the length of the mean free path that the protons 1H⁺ are able to run before reverting to atomic hydrogen. In the case of Nickel, the emitted protons can achieve an energy of about 6.7 MeV. At a hydrogen pressure between 150 and 800 mbar, the mean free path is about 7.5 cm. Therefore this condition is fulfilled with the condition S<5°, as indicated above.

In particular, secondary material 28 can comprise Lithium. In nature, Lithium contains stable 7Li isotope, which is about 92.4%, and stable 9Li isotope, which is about 7.6%. The possible proton-dependent reactions are the following:

- \( 1H + \overset{7}{\text{Li}} \rightarrow 8\text{Be(α)} + 17.255 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2a)}
- \( 1H + \overset{7}{\text{Li}} \rightarrow 4\text{He} + 4\text{He} + 17.347 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2b)}
- \( 1H + \overset{9}{\text{Li}} \rightarrow 7\text{Be} + 5.606 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3a)}
- \( 1H + \overset{9}{\text{Li}} \rightarrow 3\text{He} + 4\text{He} + 4.019 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(3b)}

In addition, or in alternative, secondary material 28 is Boron. In nature, Boron contains the stable 11B isotope, which is about 81.2% and stable isotope 10B which is about 19.8%. The possible proton-dependent reactions are the following:

- \( 1H + \overset{11}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 12\text{C} + 15.957 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4a)}
- \( 1H + \overset{11}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 4\text{He} + 8\text{Be(α)} + 8.590 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(4b)}
- \( 1H + \overset{10}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 11\text{C} + 8.689 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5a)}
- \( 1H + \overset{10}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 4\text{He} + 7\text{Be} + 1.145 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5b)}

Among these reactions, (2b), (3b), (2a), (4b), (5b) occur with production of α-particles, which are indicated as \( 4\text{He}^{2+} \), \( 8\text{Be} \), as well as with production of energy. The α-particles generated according to these reactions reach the transition metal of the active core and increase the formation rate of H- ions 35, and then increase the rate at which the orbital capture reactions and the nuclear capture reactions take place. For this reason, thermal energy generated per time unit increases. This remarkably increases the energy production rate of the method based on anharmonic stimulated fusion of H- and a transition metal (FASEC), and the energy production rate of a proton-based device or reactor exploiting this method.

In turn, the α-particles generated according some of the above reactions can also cause nuclear reactions with 10B,

- \( 4\overset{1}{\text{H}}\overset{2}{\text{H}}^{2+} + \overset{11}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 15\text{N} + 10.991 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(6a)}
- \( 4\overset{1}{\text{H}}\overset{2}{\text{H}}^{2+} + \overset{11}{\text{B}} \rightarrow n(β^-) + 14\text{N} + 0.158 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(6b)}
- \( 4\overset{1}{\text{H}}\overset{2}{\text{H}}^{2+} + \overset{11}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 1\text{H}^+ + 14\text{C(β^-)} + 0.784 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(6c)}
- \( 4\overset{1}{\text{H}}\overset{2}{\text{H}}^{2+} + \overset{10}{\text{B}} \rightarrow 14\text{N} + 11.612 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(7a)}
- \( 4\overset{1}{\text{H}}\overset{2}{\text{H}}^{2+} + \overset{10}{\text{B}} \rightarrow n(β^-) + 13\text{N(β^-)} + 1.059 \text{ MeV} \)  \hspace{1cm} \text{(7b)}
some of which ((6b), (6c), (7b), (7c)) occur with a production of radiations that are useful for ionizing the hydrogen, which generates further H- ions.

[0114] In addition, or in alternative, secondary material 28 can be a transition metal, which can belong to the d-block of the periodic table, or can belong to the f-block, which are formed by the Lanthanoids and by the Actinoids. In particular, in the case of $^{232}{\text{Th}}$, $^{235}{\text{U}}$, $^{238}{\text{U}}$, which are the ancestor isotopes of respective natural decay chains, or in the case of $^{239}{\text{Pu}}$, which is the ancestor isotope of an artificial decay chain, the proton-dependent reactions can be, respectively:

$^{1}\text{H}^+ + ^{232}\text{Th} \rightarrow ^{233}\text{Pa}(\beta^+) + 5.249 \text{MeV}$ \text{(8a)}

$^{1}\text{H}^+ + ^{235}\text{U} \rightarrow ^{236}\text{Np}(\beta^+) + 4.833 \text{MeV}$ \text{(8b)}

$^{1}\text{H}^+ + ^{238}\text{U} \rightarrow ^{239}\text{Np}(\beta^+) + 5.287 \text{MeV}$ \text{(8c)}

$^{1}\text{H}^+ + ^{239}\text{Pu}(\alpha) \rightarrow ^{240}\text{Am}(\beta^+) + 4.372 \text{MeV}$ \text{(8d)}

[0115] As said above, the α-particles generated according to reactions (2b), (2d), (4b), (4d) can lead to α-dependent reactions with the metal of the primary material. For instance, in the case of Nickel the following reactions can take place:

$^{4}\text{H}_2\text{He}^{2+} + ^{58}\text{Ni} \rightarrow ^{62}\text{Zn}(\beta^+) + 3.369 \text{MeV}$ \text{(9a)}

$^{4}\text{H}_2\text{He}^{2+} + ^{60}\text{Ni} \rightarrow ^{64}\text{Zn} + 3.952 \text{MeV}$ \text{(9b)}

$^{4}\text{H}_2\text{He}^{2+} + ^{61}\text{Ni} \rightarrow ^{65}\text{Zn}(\beta^+) + 4.118 \text{MeV}$ \text{(9c)}

$^{4}\text{H}_2\text{He}^{2+} + ^{62}\text{Ni} \rightarrow ^{66}\text{Zn} + 4.579 \text{MeV}$ \text{(9d)}

$^{4}\text{H}_2\text{He}^{2+} + ^{64}\text{Ni} \rightarrow ^{68}\text{Zn} + 5.333 \text{MeV}$ \text{(9e)}

Some of these reactions ((9a), (9c), (7b), (7c)) occur with a production of radiations that are useful for ionizing the hydrogen, which generates further H-Ions.

[0116] If the H- ions formation rate is increased by secondary reactions, step 300 (Fig. 1) of adjusting the generated thermal energy comprises a step of changing the amount of secondary material 28 that can be reached by protons $35^\circ$ coming from cluster structure 20 of the transition metal, i.e. from the active core. Still with reference to Fig. 7, this amount of secondary material 28 is proportional to the portion of surface 29 of material 28 that is located within a maximum distance $S^\circ$ from active core 18.

[0117] In Fig. 6, an energy generator 101 is shown according to invention, in which the ionization means comprises a means 60 for supplying an energy vector 69 to hydrogen. Generator 101 has an active core 18 that comprises:

- an amount of a primary material, comprising in turn crystals of a transition metal in the form of micro-nanometric clusters, wherein the clusters have generally a number of atoms of the transition metal lower than a predetermined number of atoms;
- H- ions that are available for a subsequent step of orbital capture by the atoms of the transition metal.

[0118] Active core 18 has in this case an elongated shape, for example a cylinder shape or the shape of a small bar. Active core
18 is arranged within an elongated generation chamber 53, which is defined by a heat transfer wall 55, preferably in a central position. A substantially annular heat transfer chamber 54 is formed out of heat transfer wall 55, and is in turn defined by a preferably cylindrical external wall 51. In particular, elongated chamber 53 and heat transfer chamber 54 can have a cylindrical shape.

[0119] Generation chamber 53 has an inlet port 78° and an outlet port 78° for gaseous hydrogen 31 (Fig. 3). In this case, ports 78°, 78° are made at opposite end portions of generation chamber 53.

[0120] Heat transfer chamber 54 has an inlet port 64 and an outlet port 65 for a heat-exchange fluid, at opposite end portions of generation chamber 53. The heat-exchange fluid, not shown, withdraws in use thermal power Q derived from thermal energy q associated with the reaction heat of the reactions involved. In an exemplary embodiment, as shown, generation chamber 53 is closed at its ends by a first bonnet 52 and of a second bonnet 59. The bonnets 52, 59 can be mechanically connected to generation chamber 53 by preferably conventional demountable connection means, for example by flanges 51°.

[0121] In the exemplary embodiment, as represented, a means is provided for preheating the active core, said means comprising an electric winding 56, which, in use is connected to a voltage source, not shown, such that a predetermined current flows along winding 56. Winding 56 has such a size that the current develops a thermal power suitable for heating active core 18, in a determined and industrially acceptable time, from a first temperature, typically from room temperature, up to a second temperature or to an initial process temperature. The initial process temperature is higher than a determined critical temperature, which depends, in particular, upon the transition metal of the primary material.

[0122] Preheating means 56 is arranged to establish a thermal gradient, according to a predetermined direction, in active core 18, in particular a thermal gradient set between 50 and 150°C.

[0123] Generator 101 also comprises a trigger means of the orbital capture process of H- ions by the transition metal of active core 18. In the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 6, the trigger means comprises electrodes 61, 62, which are arranged to impulsively apply an electric voltage at the end of active core 18. This way, an electric current pulse is created through an electrostrictive portion, not shown, of active core 18. In the depicted exemplary embodiment, electrodes 61, 62 extend from bonnets 52, 59, respectively, and have a means for supporting and keeping active core 18 at its position within generation chamber 53.

[0124] Figure 6 also diagrammatically show a trigger means 67 that can be provided in alternative or in addition to electrodes 61, 62. Trigger means 67 is arranged to cast a laser pulse on the active core.

[0125] As mentioned above, a means 60 for supplying an energy vector 69 is arranged within bonnet 52. Energy vector 69 can include, for instance, radiations such as a UV - radiation, a X - radiation, a α - radiation, a β - radiation, a γ - radiation, or beams of particles such as protons, hyperons, mesons, leptons, accelerated ions.

[0126] In alternative, or in addition to supply means 60, a containing element of active core 18 such as the heat transfer wall 55 can contain small plates, not represented, which globally comprise a predetermined amount of a secondary material adapted to capture protons that have an energy equal to or higher than a predetermined energy threshold.

[0127] As mentioned above, the secondary material interacts with protons 35° that come from active core 18 according to nuclear proton-dependent reactions, some of which occur with production of radiations and/or with production of particles that are useful for increasing the H- ions formation rate.

[0128] In an exemplary embodiment, not shown, the generation chamber containment wall 55 of the generation chamber can have an inner coating comprising a layer of the secondary material. The layer of secondary material can be possibly restored after it has been exhausted, to begin a new cycle of reactor 101.

[0129] In another exemplary embodiment, containment wall 55 of the generation chamber is made of an alloy that at least superficially contains secondary material. For example, wall 55 can be made in an amorphous alloy of Boron and/or Lithium, as the secondary material, and of Fe or Ni as the structural material. The latter can be the alloy Fe/B 80/20%, or an alloy obtained by adding to this alloy another structural metal and/or another secondary metal.

[0130] The number for time unit, or rate, of reactions between protons 1H° 35° and secondary material 28 changes responsive to the amount of secondary material that is arranged within maximum distance 5°. Accordingly, the intensity of the radiations and/or the amount of particles that are generated by these reactions changes between a minimum value, when the amount of
secondary material 28 arranged within maximum distance S" is at a minimum, and a maximum value, when this amount is at a maximum. Accordingly, the increase of H- ions formation rate in the primary material, and the increase of thermal energy generation, changes between a minimum value and a maximum value.

[0131] Therefore, besides being useful to improve and upgrade a generator of the type described in WO2010058268, secondary material 28 also allows adjusting generated thermal energy q and delivered thermal power Q.

[0132] Fig. 8 diagrammatically shows an active core 18 according to another exemplary embodiment of the invention, where active core 18 comprises two primary elements consisting of a first tubular body 24' and of a second tubular body 24". Tubular bodies 24' and 24" are concentrically arranged about a longitudinal axis 11, and comprise an amount of transition metal 19. Tubular bodies 24' and 24" have a thickness that is very small with respect to their diameter. Tubular bodies 24' and 24" have a common basis 24 that can have the shape of a circle or of an annulus and that comprises a boundary portion of a plane cross section of second external tubular body 24". This way, first tubular body 24' and second tubular body 24" are connected to each other in a determined relative position. The relative position of two tubular bodies 24' and 24" can also be connected by a different mutual fixing means, for instance by a plurality of radial elements, not shown, set between two tubular bodies 24' and 24", and integral to both tubular bodies 24' and 24".

[0133] Fig. 8 also shows a secondary element consisting of an adjustment body, which in this exemplary embodiment is a tubular body 30, and is arranged to be slidely inserted into gap 26 between two tubular bodies 24' and 24" of active core 18. Adjustment body 30 comprises an amount of secondary material adapted to capture and to interact with high energy protons 35" that are emitted by active core 18. A displacement means, not shown, is also provided for displacing adjustment body 30 within gap 26 along a direction indicated by arrow 39, parallel to longitudinal axis 11. The displacement means allow adjusting the amount of exposed secondary material, i.e. the amount of the secondary material that can be attained by high energy protons 35" emitted by active core 18. This way, by a predetermined relative movement of adjustment body 30 and of active core 18, a corresponding increase/decrease of the energy delivered by the generator can be obtained.

[0134] Obviously, the shape of Fig. 8 is only exemplary and is not limitative, and the arrangement Fig. 8 can be generalized to the case, not shown, of a single or of a plurality of concentric primary elements or tubular bodies 24', 24",... of active core 18, and to the case of a plurality of concentric secondary elements or tubular bodies 30 of the adjustment body, which have respective diameters such that each primary tubular body or element 24', 24",... generally interposes between two tubular bodies or secondary elements 30, and vice-versa;

[0135] Figs. 9 and 10 diagrammatically show an active core 18 and an adjustment body 30 that comprise a plurality of substantially plane primary elements 17, and a plurality of substantially plane secondary elements 32, respectively. In an exemplary embodiment, as shown, primary elements 17 and secondary elements 32 are primary and secondary sheet elements. In other words, primary elements 17 are sheet elements made at least in part, with the primary material, i.e. with the transition metal in the form of micro-nanometric cluster, while secondary elements 32 are sheet elements made at least in part with the secondary material. Sheet elements 17 and 32 can obviously have any shape, even different from the rectangular shape shown in Fig. 9. If necessary, a stretchy means, not shown, can be provided to keep sheet elements 17 and/or sheet elements 32 in a planar configuration. The stretchy means can comprise, for example, slitt frames or different stiffening elements. Primary sheet elements 17 are preferably integral to one another, as well as secondary sheet elements 32. Sheet elements 17 and 32 are arranged such that each primary sheet element 17 slingly interposes between two secondary sheet elements 32, and that each secondary sheet elements 32 slingly interposes between two primary sheet elements 17, obviously apart from the side primary and/or secondary sheet elements of the two pluralities. In other words, primary sheet elements 17 of active core 18 and secondary sheet elements 32 of adjustment body 30 are at least in part interfolded. The pitch P₁ between primary sheet elements 17 has preferably one value and is equal to the pitch P₂ between secondary sheet elements 32, which is also substantially the same for all secondary sheet elements 32. The distance I between at least one portion of each secondary sheet elements 17 and corresponding portions of adjacent secondary sheet elements 32, as well as the distance between at least one portion of each secondary sheet elements 32 and corresponding portions of adjacent primary sheet elements 17, is approximately equal to the half of the pitch P common to the sheet elements of the two pluralities, minus the sum of the halves of the thicknesses of sheet elements 17 and 32. Such distance S is shorter than the predetermined maximum distance S", beyond which radiations and particles generated by the secondary material by means of proton-dependent reactions cannot interact with the hydrogen close to the clusters of primary material, and cannot therefore cause a further H- ions formation.

[0136] In an exemplary embodiment, an adjustment means is also provided which comprises a relative slide means for causing a relative slide movement between primary sheet elements 17 and secondary sheet elements 32, along a direction that is indicated by arrow 39 and is parallel to both parallel primary sheet elements 17 and secondary sheet elements 32.
[0137] As shown still in Fig. 9, when adjustment body 30 is located at a coordinate X with respect to one end 40 of active core 18, active core 18 is divided into a portion 18', in which sheet elements 32 of adjustment body 30 are facing the closest primary sheet elements of active core 18 and are located at a distance S, and into a portion 18", in which, apart from a small zone proximate to portion 18", the distance between primary sheet element 17 and secondary sheet elements 32 that face primary sheet elements 17, and vice-versa, is larger than a maximum distance S'.

[0138] The relative slide means, not shown, allow adjusting the mutual extension of portions 18' and 18". In other words, they allow integrally adjusting respective surface portions of each secondary element 32 that faces the closest primary elements 17. This way, it is possible to adjust the amount of secondary material that is arranged at a distance S shorter than a maximum distance S', to provide a control of the secondary proton-dependent reactions between these emitted protons and the secondary material. Therefore, by adjusting the increase of H-ions formation rate caused by the radiations and/or by the particles generated by the proton-dependent reactions, it is possible to adjust the power Q generated by the generator.

[0139] Fig. 11 diagrammatically shows an active core 18 and an adjustment body 30 that comprise a plurality of substantially plane primary elements 17, and a plurality of substantially plane secondary elements 32, respectively, in the form of primary sheet elements 17 and of secondary sheet elements 32, which are at least in part made of the primary material and of the secondary material, respectively. Sheet elements 17 and 32 can obviously have any shape, but the circular sector shape of Fig. 11 is preferred. A stretch means, for example of the type indicated when describing Fig. 9, can be provided to keep primary sheet elements 17 and/or secondary sheet elements 32 in a planar configuration. Moreover, in the exemplary embodiment of Fig. 11, mutual fastening elements 45 and 46 are provided for primary sheet elements 17 and for secondary sheet elements 32, respectively. This way, primary sheet elements 17 are integral to one another, as well as secondary sheet elements 32. Sheet elements 17 and 32 are arranged in such a way that each primary sheet 17 slidingly interposes between two secondary sheet elements 32, and that each secondary sheet 32 slidingly interposes between two primary sheet elements 17. Even in this case, pitches P1 and P2 between primary sheet elements 17 and secondary sheet elements 32, respectively, are preferably the same pitch for each primary sheet 17 and for each secondary sheet 32, respectively, and/or they are preferably equal to a pitch P common to primary sheet elements 17 and to secondary sheet elements 32. Distance S between at least one portion of each secondary sheet 17 and corresponding portions of closest secondary sheet elements 32, as well as the distance between at least one portion of each secondary sheet 32 and corresponding portions the closest primary sheet elements 17 is about one half the common pitch P, minus the halves of the thicknesses of sheet elements 17 and 32. Distance S is shorter than predetermined maximum distance S'.

[0140] In a possible exemplary embodiment, adjustment means is also provided which comprise a relative rotation means between primary sheet elements 17 and secondary sheet elements 32, about a common rotation axis 11'.

[0141] As shown in Fig. 12, when adjustment body 30 is located at an angular coordinate 4 with respect to one end 40 of active core 18, active core 18 is divided into a portion 18', in which sheet elements 32 of adjustment body 30 face closest primary sheet elements 17 of active core 18 and are located at a distance S, and into a portion 18", in which the distance between primary sheet elements 17 and closest secondary sheet elements 32, and vice-versa, is generally longer than a maximum distance S'. In portion 18", the reactions between high energy protons 35" emitted by the primary material of active core 18 and the secondary material of adjustment body 30 cannot therefore take place.

[0142] The relative rotation means can comprise a motor means, not shown, which act on a shaft 41, on which secondary sheet elements 32 are keyed. The relative rotation means allows adjusting the mutual extension L', L" of portions 18' and 18". This way, it is possible to adjust the amount of secondary material that is arranged at a distance S shorter than a maximum distance S', to adjust secondary reactions between emitted protons 35" and the secondary material. Accordingly, by adjusting the increase of H-ions formation rate caused by the radiations and/or by the particles generated by the proton-dependent reactions, it is possible to adjust the power Q generated by the generator;

[0143] Fig. 13 diagrammatically shows an elementary generation cell 58 of a device according to a further exemplary embodiment of the invention, wherein a primary element 25' and a secondary element 25" are provided which have the shape of tubular bodies. The primary element 25' comprises cluster nanostructures of a transition metal, and the secondary element 25" has an amount of a secondary metal on its own external surface, therefore the secondary material faces the primary element 25'. Tubular bodies 25', 25" are concentrically arranged about a longitudinal axis 11, and have a thickness that is very small with respect to the diameter. Tubular bodies 25' and 25" have a common basis 25 that can have the shape of a circle or of an annulus and that comprises a boundary portion of a plane cross section of second external tubular body 25'. This way, first tubular body 25' and second tubular body 25" are connected to each other at a determined relative position. The relative position of two
tubular bodies 25° and 25° can also be fixed by a different mutual fixing means, for instance by a plurality of radial elements, not shown, interspersed between two tubular bodies 25° and 25° and integral to both tubular bodies 25° and 25°.

[0144] Fig. 13 also shows an adjustment element 63 that, in this exemplary embodiment, is a shield body of tubular shape, which is arranged to be slidingly inserted into the gap 68 between two tubular bodies 25° and 25°. Shield body 63 is made of a material and with a thickness suitable for blocking the protons that are emitted by the clusters of the primary material of primary tubular body 25°. A displacement means, not shown, is also provided for displacing shield body 63 within gap 68. This displacement means allows adjusting the amount of the exposed secondary material, i.e. the amount of the secondary material that can be attained by protons 35° emitted by the clusters of the transition metal of primary tubular body 25°. This way, with a predetermined relative movement of adjustment shield body 68, on the one hand, and of tubular bodies 25° and 25°, on the other hand, and of tubular bodies 25° and 25°, on the other hand, a corresponding increase/decrease of the energy delivered by the generator can be obtained.

[0145] The arrangement Fig. 13 can be obviously generalized as indicated when describing Fig. 8, i.e. by providing more than one couple of primary and secondary tubular bodies 25° and 25° and more than one shield body 63.

[0146] Similarly obviously, new exemplary embodiments can be deducted from Figs. 9, 10, 11 in which the substantially parallel elements 32 are, in alternance, primary elements and secondary elements, and the elements 17 are shield elements, i.e. elements configured to block the travel of protons, or vice-versa. Obviously, if an adjustment means is provided comprising a translation means or a rotation means, the rate of the proton-dependent reactions changes in an opposite direction with respect to what described above. In other words, the rate of the proton-dependent reactions changes from a minimum value, when the primary/secondary elements 32 and the shield elements 17 are fully overlapped, to a maximum value when the shield elements 17 are out of the spaces between primary/secondary elements 32.

[0147] The diagram of Fig. 14 shows temperature T of Active core (curve 74) and thermal power Q removed from active core 18 (curve 73) versus time t. With reference to this diagram, an exemplary embodiment is shown of the method according to the invention, in which step 200 of generating further H- ions comprises:

- a step 71 of reducing the removal of thermal power Q starting from a steady-state removed power Q0; the reduction of removed power Q causes an increase of the temperature T of primary material 19 from a working temperature To to an increased temperature T°. This way, the formation rate of H- ions increases due to the temperature increase;
- a step 72 of maintaining increased temperature T° of the primary material by a corresponding increase of thermal power removal.

[0148] Step 72 of maintaining increased temperature T is a controlled transient state in which power Q removal increases by an amount DQ and reaches a value Q° higher than steady-state removed power Q0.

[0149] The increase of temperature T can also be caused by lowering the pressure of hydrogen 31 that is in contact with active core 18, for example by creating a vacuum degree in a generation chamber which houses active core 18 and hydrogen 31. This way, an increase of generated thermal energy q and of removed thermal power Q can be obtained.

[0150] Fig. 15 diagrammatically shows a cross sectional view of an energy generator 102 according to an exemplary embodiment of the invention, in which a gas ionizing means is provided comprising an electron-donor material 75. The latter comprises an electron-donor chemical element that can be selected from the group consisting of: the elements of the group IA and of the group IIA of Mendeleev's periodic table, which have Pauling electronegativity in absolute value lower than or equal to 1. In particular, it can be selected among Cesium, Barium, Strontium, Rubidium, Lithium, Sodium, calcium, Potassium, Francium, Radium or a combination of these with a second chemical element of electronegativity higher than 1.

[0151] Generator 102 has the same features of generator 101, apart from the means 60 for supplying a ionising energy vector 69, which can optionally belong to generator 102.

[0152] In generator 102, hydrogen inlet and outlet ports 76°, 78° into/out of generation chamber 53 are made at opposite ends of generation chamber 53. Inlet and outlet ports 76°, 78° are connected to respective gaseous hydrogen feed/removal ducts 82, 84, along which respective feed/removal valves 83, 85 are arranged. Generation chamber 53 comprises an annular path 76 for the gas around active core 18. In an exemplary embodiment, within generation chamber 53, along annular path 76, a means 77 is provided for creating and maintaining a circulation 31° of hydrogen 31 in generation chamber 53, along annular path 76. The
circulation means can comprise a fan 77 that is adapted to operate in the presence of hydrogen. For operating and controlling
fan 77, a magnetic coupling means can be provided comprise a drive portion arranged about generation chamber 53.

[0153] Along path 76 of gas 31 within generation chamber 53, an electron-donor material 75 can be arranged, by a substrate or
support 75. Electron-donor material 75 preferably includes elements that have a Pauling electronegativity, in absolute value,
lower than 1. In particular, electron-donor material 75 can comprise an alkaline metals or an alkaline-earth metal, in particular
Cesium. In addition to such a metal, electron-donor material 75 can include even a less electronegative different elements, which
is selected in such way that the absolute value of Pauling electronegativity is lower than 1. Proximate to substrate 75 a means 79
is preferably provided for conveying hydrogen 31 to electron-donor material 75, which is arranged such that hydrogen 31 hits on
electron-donor material 75. This way, an amount of hydrogen H₂ molecules, taking electrons away from the electron-donor
material, forms H⁺ hydrogen ions which are added to those that are formed in the steps of adsorption and thermal stabilisation of
hydrogen molecules on the cluster surface 21 (Fig. 3).

[0154] Duct 82 and valve 83 can be used for loading hydrogen into generation chamber 53 one or several times during the
service life of device 102. In alternatively, duct 82 and valve 83 can be used for feeding a continuous or intermittent controlled
flow of hydrogen 31 into generation chamber 53. Similarly, duct 84 and valve 85 can be used for removing hydrogen from
generation chamber 53 one or several times during the service life of device 102. In alternatively, duct 84 and valve 85 can be
used for removing or bleeding a continuous or intermittent controlled flow of gas 31 from generation chamber 53 (Fig. 6). In
particular, a continuously or intermittently operable bleed means 78, 84, 85 can be provided for bleeding an amount of gas, and
a make-up means 78, 82, 83 for making up an amount of hydrogen corresponding to the bled amount, in order to prevent
unwanted substances from piling up in the gas within generation chamber 53, in particular to prevent accumulation of atomic
helium.

[0155] In an exemplary embodiment, a means for modulating the flowrate of the circulation 31 of hydrogen 31 is associated with
fan 77. This means for changing the flowrate can comprise an inverter 77. In an exemplary embodiment, not shown, the means
for changing the flowrate can comprise a variable-section passage along annular path 76 of generation chamber 53, for example
a variable orifice defined by a valve.

[0156] In the exemplary embodiment as depicted, electrodes 61, 62, or the support and position fixing means of active core 18
within generation chamber 53, have recess or passage 76 to ensure the circulation of hydrogen 31 along annular path 76.

[0157] Fig. 16 diagrammatically shows a longitudinal cross section of an energy generator 103 in which a gas ionizing means is
provided comprising an electron-donor material 75. This exemplary embodiment differs from the exemplary embodiment of
generator 102 as described below. Generator 103 has a generation chamber 53 equipped with a gas inlet port 78 and with a gas
outlet port 78 that are made proximate to each other. Within generation chamber 53, gas inlet port 78 and gas outlet port 78
are separated from each other by a substantially gas-tight dividing wall 85. Annular path 76 comprises a ring 76 out of
generation chamber 53, which connects outlet port 78 with inlet port 78. A fan 77, adapted to work in the presence of hydrogen,
is arranged along outer ring 76. A regulation valve 81 can also be provided for modulating the flowrate of hydrogen 31 along the
whole annular path 76. Even in this case, in order to modulate the flowrate of hydrogen 31, an inverter 77 (Fig. 15) can be
provided, in which case regulation valve 81 can be omitted. In an exemplary embodiment as depicted, regulation valve 81 is
arranged downstream of fan 77. Hydrogen feed or make-up and removal or bleed ducts 82, 84 into/away from generation
chamber 53 are in pneumatic communication with outer ring 76, and are sequentially arranged with respect to the flow direction
of hydrogen 31 along outer ring 76;

[0158] Fig. 17 diagrammatically shows a longitudinal partial cross sectional view of an energy generator 104 in which a gas
ionizing means is provided comprising an electron-donor material 75, according to another further exemplary embodiment. This
exemplary embodiment differs from generator 103 as described below. In this case, a means 86 is provided for separating the
helium that is present in the hydrogen stream at the outlet of generation chamber 53 through outlet port 78, and for recycling the
hydrogen purified from helium into generation chamber 53 through fan 77 and inlet port 78. The separation means can comprise,
for instance, a molecular sieve or a palladium filter.

[0159] Even if an active core 18 is shown in generators 101, 102, 103 and 104 of Figs. 6, 15, 16 and 17 consisting of a single
elongated body, active core 18 can be formed by a plurality of elongated bodies, or in any case by a plurality of bodies that allow
making an annular path similar to annular path 76.

[0160] Some parts of generators 101, 102, 103 and 104, in particular containment and heat exchange wall 55, can be made of a
transition metal, preferably of the transition metal of active core 18, in order to prevent differential galvanic corrosion and to allow
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a further energy production by interaction of the protons emitted by the core with the transition metal.

[0161] With reference to Fig. 18, a surface structure is described of an active core 91, and of a substrate or support 92. The surface of active core 91, according to the invention, has a layer 99 of micro-nanometric clusters 21, while the surface of support 92 has a layer 98 of an electron-donor material of the type indicated when describing, for instance, generator 102 of Fig. 15. The surfaces of active core 91 and of substrate 92 have a relief structure 93, 94, on which layers 99 and 98 are arranged. Relief elements can be provided as regular reliefs or notches, as shown in Fig. 13, for example cones or pyramids and frustums thereof, but they can also be irregular or mixed reliefs or notches. Between the surface of active core 91 and the surface of support 92 a gap 95 is left available to allow hydrogen 31 to be contained or to flow (Fig. 3). A relative movement means is provided, not shown, of active core 91 and of support 92. The relative movement means is arranged to cause a relative movement as indicated by double arrow 96. This way, it is possible to reduce the distance between active core 91 and support 92, i.e. the distance of the clusters of layer 99 and the electron-donor material of layer 98. By decreasing this distance, i.e. by decreasing the thickness of gap 95, the interactions between hydrogen 31 and the electron-donor material increase, and accordingly H- ions formation rate increases in addition to those that are formed on the surface of the layer of clusters as described with reference to Fig. 3. In Fig. 13, the reliefs 93, 94 are enhanced, however their height is preferably of the same order of magnitude as are the clusters, or one-two order of magnitude larger.

[0162] In these conditions, a micrometric relative displacement or stroke, or a shorter displacement, can provide a regulation range that is large enough to adjusting the power delivered by the generator. Such a displacement can even be obtained without mechanical motors or actuators, but by a temperature change of active core 91 and/or of support 92, which greatly simplifies the adjustment means. Furthermore, an impact of hydrogen on the donor material is no more required.

[0163] The foregoing description of exemplary embodiments of the method and of the generator according to the invention, and of the way of using the generator, will so fully reveal the invention according to the conceptual point of view, so that others, by applying current knowledge, will be able to modify and/or adapt in various applications this specific exemplary embodiments without further research and without parting from the invention as defined by the offended claims, and, then it is meant that such adaptations and modifications will have to be considered as equivalent to the specific embodiments. The means and the materials to realise the different functions described herein could have a different nature without, for this reason, departing from the field of the invention. It is meant that the expressions or the terminology used have object purely descriptive and, for this, not limiting.
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1. Fremgangsmåde til generering af energi gennem nukleære reaktioner mellem hydrogen (31) og et overgangsmetal, hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter følgende trin:
   - forhåndsplanding (110) af et primært materiale (19), der omfatter overgangsmetallet;
   - at bringe og holde hydrogenet (31) i kontakt med det primære materiale (19);
   - opvarmning (130) af det primære materiale (19) til en starttemperatur (T₁), der er højere end en forhåndsbestemt kritisk temperatur;
   - frembringelse af en impuls (140) i det primære materiale (19) for at bevirke en generering af H⁺-ioner (35), startende fra hydrogenet (31), og for at bevirke indfangningsreaktioner (150, 151) af H⁺-ionerne (35) ved det primære materiale (19), hvilket således bevirker en generering af en termisk energi (q);
   - udtagning (160) af en termisk effekt (Q), der er afledt af den genererede termiske energi (q), mens temperaturen på det primære materiale (19) holdes over den kritiske temperatur, kendegnet ved, at et trin (200) er tilvejebragt til generering af yderligere H⁺-ioner (35), der er tilgængelige for indfangningsreaktionerne (150, 151), således at koncentrationen af H⁺-ioner (35) ændres fra en først koncentrationsværdi til en anden koncentrationsværdi i nævnte hydrogen (31), der er i kontakt med det primære materiale (19), og således at raten af indfangningsreaktionerne (150, 151) øges, og i overensstemmelse hermed at genereringen af termisk energi (q) stiger op til et øget termisk energiniveau, hvor trinnet (200) med generering af yderligere H⁺-ioner omfatter et trin med ionisering af hydrogenet (31), der er i kontakt med det primære materiale (19); hvori trinnet med ionisering af hydrogenet (31) er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:
      - et ioniseringstrin omfattende:
      - forhåndsplanding af et elektronndonormateriale (75), der omfatter mindst ét kemisk elektronndonor-grundstof, i nærheden af nævnte primære materiale (19);
      - overføre og kollidere nævnte hydrogen (31) til/på elektronndonormaterialet (75);
      - et ioniseringstrin omfattende et trin af kontinuerlig eller varierende eller diskontinuerligt tilførsel af en energivektor (69) til hydrogenet, hvilken energivektor er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:
        - en ioniseringsstråling af forhåndsbestemt art og frekvens;
        - partikelstråler,
        - et ioniseringstrin omfattende
        - øgning af en temperatur (T) på det primære materiale (19) fra en arbejdstemperatur (T₀) til en forhåndsbestemt øget temperatur (T*), hvilken øget temperatur (T*) bevirkede en stigning i H⁺-ionenkoncentrationen;
        - opretholdelse (72) af den øgede temperatur (T*) på det primære materiale (19) ved at øge den fjerne termiske effekt (Q), indtil en øget steady-state termisk effekt (Q₀) er opnået.
2. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvor det primære materiale omfatter en forhåndsbestemt mængde af klyngekrystalnanostrukturen (21), dvs. klynger (21) af overgangsmetallet, hvilke krystalnanostrukturen (21) har et antal atomer af overgangsmetallet, der er lavere end et forhåndsbestemt antal atomer.

3. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvor et trin er tilvejebragt til at bevirke en cirkulation (31') af en strøm af hydrogenet (31) inde i et genereringskammer (53), der indeholder det primære materiale (19), således at hydrogenet (31) iterativt udfører trinnet med befordring til og indvirkning på elektronondonormaterialet,

   der er navnlig tilvejebragt et trin (300) med justering af den termiske effekt (Q) omfattende et trin med ændring af strømingsraten for cirkulationen (31') af hydrogenet (31) inde i genereringskammeret (53).


5. Fremgangsmåde til generering af energi ifølge krav 1, hvor energivektoren (69) er en ioniseringsstråling, der er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:
   - en radiofrekvens, navnlig mikrobølger;
   - en lysstråling;
   - en UV-stråling;
   - en røntgenstråling;
   - en α-stråling;
   - en β-stråling;
   - en γ-stråling;
   - en kombination af ovenstående strålinger.

6. Fremgangsmåde til generering af energi ifølge krav 1, hvor energivektoren (69) er en stråle af partikler, der er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:
   - protoner;
   - hyperoner;
   - mesoner;
   - leptoner;
   - metalioner;
- en kombination af ovenstående partikler,

7. Fremgangsmåde til generering af energi ifølge krav 1, hvor et trin (300) er tilvejebragt til justering af den termiske effekt (Q), hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter et trin med ændring af intensiteten af ioniseringsstrålingen og/eller strålen af partikler.

8. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvor et trin er tilvejebragt til forhåndspalcering af et radioaktivt materiale i nærheden af det primære materiale (19).

9. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvilken fremgangsmåde omfatter et trin med forhåndspalcering (115) af en mengde af et sekundært materiale (28), vendende ind mod det primære materiale (19), inden for en forhåndsbestemt maksimal afstand (S) fra det primære materiale (19), hvilket sekundært materiale (28) tilpasset til at reagere med protoner (35") med en energi, som er højere end en forhåndsbestemt energiterskel, der er genereret ved proton-afhængige nuklære reaktioner, der opstår i det primære materiale (19), hvor trinnet med tilførsel af en energiæktor (69) udføres ved strålingerne og/eller partiklerne, der frigives ved de proton-afhængige nuklære reaktioner, det sekundære materiale er navnlig udvalgt blandt bor, litium og et overgangsmetal eller en kombination deraf.

10. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 1, hvor trinnet med øgning af T opnås ved et trin udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:
    - reduktion (71) af termisk effektfjernelse (Q) startende fra en termisk steady-state effekt (Q₀);
    - reduktion af trykket på hydrogenet (31), der er i kontakt med klyngene af den aktive kerne (18).

11. Energigenerator (101, 102, 103, 104) til opnåelse af energi ved nuklære reaktioner mellem hydrogen (31) og et overgangsmetal, hvilken energigenerator omfatter:
    - en aktiv kerne (18), der indebærer en forhåndsbestemt mengde af et primært materiale (19), der omfatter overgangsmetallet;
    - et genereringskammer (53), der indeholder den aktive kerne (18) og er tilpasset til at indeholde hydrogenet (31) for at tilvejebringe en kontakt mellem hydrogenet (31) med det primære materiale (19);
    - et opvarmningsmiddel (56) til opvarmning af den aktive kerne (18) inde i genereringskammeret (53) til en startprocesstemperatur (T₁), der er højere end en forhåndsbestemt kritisk temperatur;
    - et udløsningsmiddel (61, 62, 67) til at producere en impulsiv virkning (140) på den aktive kerne (18), hvilket genereringskammer (53) og udløsningsmiddel (61, 62, 67) og/eller opvarmningsmiddel
(56) er tilpasset til at bevirkre en H'-ion- (35) generering, startende fra hydrogenet (31), og til at bevirkere en indfangningsreaktion (150, 151) af H'-ioner (35) ved det primære materiale (19), hvilket således bevirker en generering af en termisk energi;

- et middel (54) til fjernelse fra genereringskammeret (53) af en termisk effekt (Q) og til opretholdelse af temperaturen (T) på den aktive kerne (18) over den kritiske temperatur,

kendetegnet ved, at et middel er tilvejebragt til at øge de H'-ioner (35), der er tilgængelige for indfangningsreaktionerne (150, 151), ved at ændre koncentrationen af H'-ioner (35) fra en forste koncentrationsværdi til en anden koncentrationsværdi i hydrogenet (31), der er i kontakt med det primære materiale (19), således at raten af indfangningsreaktionerne (150, 151) og genereringen af termisk energi (q) stiger op til et øget termisk energiniveau,

hvor middlet til øgning af H'-ionerne (35) omfatter et ioniseringsmiddel til ionisering af hydrogenet (31), der er i kontakt med det primære materiale (35), hvor ioniseringsmidlet er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:

- et ioniseringsmiddel omfattende:

- et elektrononormateriale (75), hvori et kemisk elektrononor-grundstof er til stede, der er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af: Cs; Ba; Sr; Rb; Li; Na; Ca; K; Fr; Ra, elektrononormaterialet er placeret i nærheden af den aktive kerne (18);

- et middel (79) til befordring og indvirkning af hydrogenet til/på elektrononormaterialet (75),

- et ioniseringsmiddel omfattende et middel (60) til tilførsel af en energivektor (69) til hydrogenet (31), energivektoren (69) er udvalgt fra gruppen bestående af:

- en ioniseringsstråling af forskellig art og forhåndsembestemt frekvens;

- en stråle af partikler;

- en kombination deraf;

- et ioniseringsmiddel omfattende:

- et middel til at reducere den fjernede termiske steady-state effekt under trinnet med fjernelse af den termiske effekt, således at den fjernede effektreduktion bevirker en forhåndsembestemt temperaturstigning for det primære materiale, startende fra en arbejdstemperatur indtil en øget temperatur er opnået, således at H--iondannelsesraten stiger;

- et middel til opretholdelse af temperaturen på det primære materiale ved en forhåndsembestemt temperaturværdi ved at øge den fjernede effekt, navnlig for at gendanne arbejdstemperaturen, hvor den fjernede effekt opnår en værdi, der er højere end den fjernede steady-state effekt, når trinnet med gendannelse af arbejdstemperaturen er gennemført.

12. Energigenerator ifølge krav 11, hvor det primære materiale omfatter en forhåndsembestemt mængde af klyngekrystalnanostrukturen (21), dvs. klynger (21) af overgangsmetallet, hvilke krystalnanostrukturen (21) har et antal atomer af overgangsmetallet, der er lavere end et forhåndsembestemt antal atomer, og hvor det primære materiale navnlig omfatter
nikkel.

13. Energigenerator ifølge krav 11, hvor ioniseringsmidlet omfatter et cirkulationsmiddel (77) til frembringelse og opretholdelse af en cirkulation (31') af hydrogenet (31) inde i genereringskammeret (53), således at hydrogenet (31) iterativt befordres til og iterativt rammer elektrononormaterialet (75) for at bevirke en yderligere transformation af hydrogen (31) til H⁺-ioner.

14. Energigenerator ifølge krav 11, hvor midlet for tilførsel af en energivektor (69) omfatter en mængde af et sekundært materiale (28), der er placeret inden for en forhåndsbestemt maksimal afstand (S) fra det primære materiale (19), det sekundære materiale (28) er tilpasset til at reagere med protoner med en energi, der er højere end en forhåndsbestemt energitærskel, således at protoner, der emitteres under den orbitale indfangningsreaktion (150) af H⁺-ionerne (35), bevirker sekundære nukleare reaktioner, der opstår ved en frigivelse af strålningerne og/eller af partiklerne.
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